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Flexible systems: Weighing and packing in bags 

Anuga FoodTec 2024: Hastamat presents 
innovative packaging solutions 
(Lahnau/Cologne, 28.02.2024) From March 19 to 22, 2024, Hastamat 
will be presenting selected systems designed for efficient and 
sustainable packaging of various products at Anuga FoodTec in 
Cologne. The packaging machine manufacturer will be showing fair 
visitors its latest product innovations - in hall 8.1 at stand E050. 
 
At the Hastamat stand, visitors of the international supplier trade fair for 

the food and beverage industry will be able to see the benefits of the RM-

270 form, fill and seal machine and the CP-16-S32 multihead weigher for 

Sticks in combination with a product transfer system. "With its future-

oriented innovations and attractive packaging solutions, Hastamat meets 

individual customer requirements," says Olaf Piepenbrock, Managing 

Partner of Hastamat, LoeschPack and the parent company Piepenbrock. 

Weighing and counting of sticks with maximum accuracy 

No matter whether pet food sticks, salted sticks or salami sticks: Hastamat 

has specially developed its multihead weighers of the CP series to 

accurately dose stick-shaped products in an aligned manner. 

At Anuga FoodTec, the packaging machine manufacturer will be exhibiting 

its flexible CP-16-S32 sticks-version with product transfer system. 

The weigher in hygienic design fills different types of packages precisely 

to the piece. Thanks to exchangeable format parts, bulk goods can also 

be processed on the same weigher. The frameless design is specially 

designed for cleaning in wet areas. Once the products have been weighed, 

Hastamat transfer systems forward them on to the packaging process: 

"Our servo-controlled transfer systems can be flexibly combined with form, 

fill and seal machines, thermoforming and tray sealing machines. Thanks 

to the clear design logic, format changes are quick and tool-free," says 

Marco Hinter, Head/Director Sales and Marketing at Hastamat. The 

software is integrated into the multihead weighers' control system and 

tailored to the requirements of the food industry. 
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Flexible packaging of products in bags 

With the RM-270, Hastamat presents its vertical form, fill and seal machine 

from the R/RM series. The machine in a modular stainless steel design 

can pack a wide range of products flexibly according to customer 

requirements, whether in the frozen food, meat or petfood industries: "The 

form, fill and seal machine can handle up to 220 bags per minute and 

covers all format ranges and bag shapes. Also new, recyclable wrapping 

materials can be processed very easily," explains Hinter. At Anuga 

FoodTec, visitors of the Hastamat stand will discover its RM-270 

producing 4-edge sealed bags. Based on the hygienic design, the machine 

can be supplied with water and dust protection if required. Different dosing 

units and special applications can also be flexibly integrated. The physical 

separation of the drive elements and the product side enables 

uncomplicated maintenance and cleaning. 

 
Hastamat Verpackungstechnik 
Hastamat Verpackungstechnik GmbH + Co. KG develops and 

manufactures premium packaging machines and packaging lines with a 

production location in Germany, and also has a global sales network. 

Products include vertical form, fill and seal machines, multihead weighers 

and stackable chip packaging lines. Hastamat has been impressing with 

creativity and innovation, based on decades of experience, ever since 

1953. Modern and rational production methods and comprehensive quality 

management form the basis for technically sophisticated, efficient and 

high-quality machines and lines. 

 

Product range:   Sectors:  
> Vertical form, fill and seal lines > Fresh & Frozen Food  

> Multihead weighers   > Cookies & Sweet Goods 

> Stackable chips packaging lines > Snacks & Crackers 

> Dosing solutions   > Powder 

> Counting systems   > Pet Food 

> Product transfer systems  > Non-food  

 

 

Find out more about Hastamat Verpackungstechnik:  

www.hastamat.com 

https://www.hastamat.com/de/
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Or visit our parent company: 

www.piepenbrock.de 
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Vertical form fill and seal machine RM-270-HD 
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Multihead weigher CP-HD in connection with a product transfer system 
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